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(A) Proposed study
(i)

Provide a title or dene the eld of study

The expected title of the thesis is:
\Using Non-Monotonic Logics to Extend Inductive Logic Programming"
The project will combine two contemporary elds of study within the discipline of articial intelligence: inductive logic programming (ILP) and non-monotonic logic. This amalgamation will
attempt to overcome some of the shortcomings inherent in ILP systems that use classical logics.
(ii)

General Regulation 51 states that a PhD study must make a \substantial and original contribution to scholarship, for example through
the discovery of new knowledge, the formulation of theories or the
innovative re-interpretation of known data and established ideas".
In what way is the proposed study expected to fulll this requirement?

Inductive Logic Programming is a recent development in machine learning which utilises techniques
originating in logic programming to formulate relational learning algorithms. Muggleton's 20]
seminal paper describes ILP as the intersection of inductive learning and logic programming. This
is because it attempts to learn general theories from examples and background knowledge with
rst-order clausal logic employed as the representation schema.
The aims and assumptions of ILP have been succinctly formalised by Muggleton and De Raedt 21,
23] who suggest the following four conditions on an ILP algorithm:
Prior Satisability: B ^ E ; 2
Posterior Satisability: B ^ H ^ E ; 2
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Prior Necessity: B 2 E +

Posterior Suciency: B ^ H j= E +

where B is the background knowledge, H is the resultant hypothesis, E + is the positive examples,
and E ; is the negative examples. Together these rules dictate how the output hypothesis relates
to the input information (background and examples). The rules state that initially the background
knowledge and examples should be consistent and the positive examples should not be deducible
from the background (Prior Satisability and Prior Necessity). Additionally Posterior Satisability
and Posterior Suciency state that the hypothesis should be consistent with the input, while
explaining all the positive examples and none of the negative examples. Those systems that
attempt to handle noise relax the posterior conditions.
In its short history a considerable body of work has accumulated on ILP, encompassing numerous
implementations (for a survey read Aha 1]), and theoretical results. Some learnability results in
Valiant's 33] PAC-learnability setting show that in general the ILP problem is not computable
in polynomial time 15], however positive PAC-learnability results exist for certain subsets of this
problem with restricted languages 15, 29]. Some of the more well-known systems include FOIL 27,
26], based on a compression guided search similar to ID3 CLINT 28], a supervised learner using
higher order schemas to guide its search GOLEM 24] which employs Plotkin's 25] theory of
relative least general generalisations to create inverse resolution operators and PROGOL 22] which
utilises inverse entailment. The above and other systems have found applications in numerous areas
(Bratko and King 5] provide a survey) including learning chess patterns 19] , nite-element mesh
design and learning qualitative models of dynamic systems. Most notable among such applications
are GOLEM's induction of rules for drug design 16] and predicting the secondary structure of
proteins, both of which were later published in journals specialising in the relevant eld.
Non-monotonic logics attempt to dene a more `common-sense' approach to reasoning than classical
logics. Classical logics are monotonic in the sense that anything that can be derived from a set
of premises, can also be derived from any superset of those premises. According to Brewka 6],
those forms of reasoning that allow additional information to invalidate old conclusions are nonmonotonic in nature. That is new knowledge may force the rejection of the previous conclusions.
There currently exists several types of non-monotonic logics (see Brewka 6]). Some of the main
systems are Negation As Failure (NAF) 32], which states that if some literal can not be proven
then its negation can be concluded similar to this is the Closed World Assumption (CWA) 32]
where anything not derivable from a database is considered false autoepistemic logic 18] which
adds modal operators to classical logic in order to reason about an agent's own knowledge and
default reasoning 30, 8, 7], which is based upon the idea that rules often have a `default' conclusion,
assuming certain information is unprovable. While non-monotonic inference is substantially harder
than classical inference 10] (tractable problems become intractable, and intractable problems
become more intractable), it has been shown that often the representation of knowledge bases in
non-monotonic logics is both more compact and natural. For instance Cadoli 9] demonstrated that
certain non-monotonic databases, when described in monotonic logics were of super-polynomial size
with respect to the original.
Despite diculties with modeling numerous problems, classical logics currently form the basis of
the vast majority of ILP systems. Various concepts within non-monotonic logics overcome the
inadequacies inherent in monotonic logics for several notable classes of problem, while retaining
an understandable, `common-sense' theory. However there exists little research in the area of
combining ILP with non-monotonic logic (see Section B(ii) for a short review). The research
proposed seeks to examine the utility of various forms of non-monotonic logic within the ILP
framework, with the ultimate aim of producing a working system demonstrating the theoretical
results (see Section B(i) for further details on the aims of the project).
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(B) Research Plan
The specic aims of the project | the problem(s) it hopes to solve
or particular questions(s) it will answer.

(i)

The aims of the proposed research are:
 Investigate the utility of various non-monotonic logics to overcome problems within the ILP







(ii)

framework. Among the problems to be addressed are:
{ handling exceptions, hierarchies and other knowledge bases best expressed in nonmonotonic logics.
{ producing compact, understandable hypotheses.
{ coping with noise or inconsistent data.
Apply non-monotonic logics to the dierent parts of the ILP framework, including:
{ in the output hypothesis, to enable the representation of data with exceptions and
hierarchies.
{ in the examples, allowing a degree of uncertainty.
{ in the background information, as some problems are best expressed in non-monotonic
logics.
Create a software system implementing the results of the investigation. In addition to overcoming the problems outlined above the nal system should:
{ be correct.
{ be incremental.
{ `ip' the hypothesis to the complementary concept when necessary, ensuring the most
compact representation.
{ handle expandable models (ie. induce over unseen examples).
Analyse the capabilities of the produced system.
Apply the produced system to \real-world" problems.

The methods to be used or the approach to be taken. What similar projects have been undertaken here or elsewhere have similar
methods been used before?

Presently research in the combination of ILP and non-monotonic logic is proceeding along two
separate streams: applying the Closed World Assumption to the input examples, and using nonmonotonic logic in the output hypothesis.
Helft 14, 13] modied the ILP framework in a manner equivalent to introducing the CWA into
the input examples. That is any possible example not given in the initial set of positive examples
is considered to be a negative example. Hence everything the output hypothesis will be required
to explain is available at the outset. Formally this is not induction, as all unseen examples are
assumed to be negative, but instead a form of deduction and therefore not strictly relevant to the
proposed research. This framework was implemented in the CLAUDIEN 11] system, and is used
mainly for database exploration.
The second approach is to use non-monotonicity in the output hypotheses, usually with a result similar to employing default reasoning, in that it assumes a default value with designated
exceptions. In two separate systems, Bain 3, 2, 4] and Ling 17] develop methods based upon
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the idea of building up exceptions to rules, stemming from work by Shapiro 31] into automatic
program debugging. Bain's Closed World Specialisation algorithm uses NAF and abnormality
predicates, while inequality operators form the exceptions in Ling's Most General Specialization
method. Both methods suer from similar problems 1 : it is unclear how they would learn exceptions of exceptions, they may not learn in the limit (ie. there could be an innite number of
exceptions), their output hypotheses may not be easily understandable, and they are generally not
incremental. An algorithm developed by Dimopoulos and Kakas 12] attempts to recursively learn
rules describing the exceptions to the current hypothesis, and then place the result in a hierarchy.
However this method is non-incremental, uses classical negation, and can't handle inconsistent or
multi-hierarchical input examples.
The proposed research will investigate the use of various non-monotonic logics within the ILP
framework. The project will also enquire into the possibility of `ipping' the hypothesis being
developed, that is when the weight of evidence begins to overwhelm a rule `ipping' the rule to
the complementary concept, instead of continuing to enumerate exceptions to it. The project will
proceed in ve stages, each stage is anticipated to require six months to complete, above and
beyond the six months already completed. The stages (not necessarily separate) are:





(iii)

Extended Literature Review
Investigate Uses of Non-monotonic Logics and `Flipping'
Develop System
Test and Apply System
Write Thesis

What eorts have been made to ensure that the project does not
duplicate work already done?

An extensive literature survey has been performed, the only research discovered which is similar to
what is being proposed was detailed in Section B(ii). Contact has also been made with a number of
the leading scholars in the eld (those contacted, plus others, are listed in Section C) with similar
results.
(iv)

How long is the project likely to take?

The project is expected to require three years to complete, following the research plan outlined in
Section B (ii).

(C) Scholars
Identify some leading scholars in the eld, particularly some whose
published work you have had occasion to study. If possible, include
at least one from Australia.

(i)
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Dr Stephen Muggleton, Oxford University
Dr Michael Bain, University of New South Wales
Dr Yannis Dimopoulos, University of Cyprus
Dr J. R. Quinlan, University of Sydney

Documentation on Bain's most recent system 4] has only recently arrived and requires further examination
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 Dr Luc De Raedt, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven
 Dr Gerhard Brewka, TU Wien
 Dr Saso Dzeroski, Institut Jozef Stefan

(D) Facilities
(i)

Special Equipment | if not already available, how will it be obtained?

The current computing equipment and resources in the Computer Science department should be
adequate for this project.
(ii)

Special Techniques | may be required. If so, what are they and
is expert sta available for communicating any special skills?

It is not expected that any special techniques will be required for the completion of this project.
(iii)

Special Literature | if not available from the library, how will
access to it be obtained?

The library facilities within the Computer Science department and University as a whole, should be
adequate for this project. However if special texts are required they will be obtained through interlibrary loan, or purchased with the money allocated to postgraduate students by the department.
(iv)

Statistical Advice | is it available? If not available in the department, how will it be obtained?

It is not expected that any statistical advice will be required for the completion of this project.

(E) Estimated Costs
(i)

Is the department prepared to make available the funds that may
be necessary to maintain the project? Please give an approximate
estimate of the annual amount.

The department allocates $500 per year per student to support postgraduate research. This should
be sucient funding for the proposed project. However extra money may be sought from the
University to help cover the costs of attendance at international conferences.
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(F) Condentiality
(i)

If the thesis is likely to contain information of a condential nature
which the candidate feels is undesirable to make public, it would
be helpful if this could be drawn to the attention of the Board of
Postgraduate Research Studies.

The research proposed is not expected to be associated with any company or commercial body.
Thus it is anticipated that the thesis will not contain any condential information.
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